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The “Hong Kong Youth Care Association” (HKYCA) [1] is one Hong Kong-based agency of the “610” system, the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) institution for the persecution of Falun Gong. Around Hong Kong’s downtown area, where Falun Gong practitioners have been clarifying the truth about Falun Dafa to the public, some HKYCA members flagrantly pretend to be Falun Gong practitioners, set up a large-scale mock mourning halls and insult Falun Gong and its founder in extremely abominable manners. This has seriously harmed all Falun Gong practitioners and has also severely undermined the social peace, moral integrity and legal institution in Hong Kong. In many incidents, the Hong Kong police did not implement impartial law enforcement. They connived at the illegal activities of the HKYCA and once violently expelled and arrested Falun Gong practitioners, who were peacefully protesting.

WOIPFG strongly condemns these incidents and sternly warns that any individual, who has been involved in these persecution incidents, will be investigated and made known to the public.

Since October 28, 2017, on almost all Saturdays and Sundays, the HKYCA has been setting up large mourning hall-style props near the downtown area of Causeway Bay, Hong Kong, where Falun Gong practitioners have been clarifying the truth to the public. They have insulted Falun Gong in an extremely heinous manner. [2] During this period of time, they have set up as many as three mock mourning halls, placed some beds on the streets, pretended to be Falun Gong practitioners, dressed in mourning apparel, played some dirges and shouted loudly to slander against and vilify Falun Gong and its founder. This has seriously harmed all Falun Gong practitioners and has also severely undermined the social peace and moral integrity in Hong Kong. [3]

Falun Gong practitioners and the Hong Kong residents nearby, who have been affected by the incidents, have made numerous reports and complaints to the police department. At the end of December 2017, the Hong Kong police promised Falun Gong practitioners that they would find a way to remove the HKYCA’s mock mourning hall displays.

On January 13, 2018, under strong public condemnation, the HKYCA removed their fake beds and withdrew their members, who were dressed in mourning apparel. However, they still kept their mourning hall props, which had been increased in height, and put up a number of yellow flags posing as Falun Gong banners beside the “mourning halls”. As the police did not honor their promise to remove all of the mock mourning hall props, some Falun Gong practitioners displayed banners in front of the mock mourning halls to protest peacefully. However, they were violently expelled by a large number of policemen. The Falun Gong practitioners continued their peaceful protest on January 14 and were once again violently treated by the police. A number of female Falun Gong practitioners were forcibly dragged away by the policemen. Among them, an elderly female practitioner in her 80s was surrounded by five or six police officers, who pulled the banner in her hands and made her fall onto the ground. And she was being dragged by them on the ground for a while. [4]

At 2 pm on March 4, 2018, the HKYCA used a loud speaker to play recordings with false remarks that request the Falun Gong practitioners to demolish the mock mourning halls, and later they played some dirges again. They sought to confuse the public and to stoke their resentment towards Falun Gong practitioners. More than a
dozen of the HKYCA leaders, including Hung Wai-shing, Lam Kwok On, Zhang Liuqing and Xiao Xiaorong, were present at the scene.[5]

At 5 pm on March 4, 2018, the HKYCA was re-playing the “mourning hall removal” recording. The Falun Gong practitioners repeatedly complained to the police to stop their slandering and asked them to remove the props. The HKYCA had been using these props to make false accusations and to disturb the local residents. One of the police officers (Badge No. 537XX) stated that he would not do anything about it and said to Falun Gong practitioners, “You can remove it by yourself if you want”. Due to the policemen’s non-action, a female Falun Gong practitioner attempted to move the joss sticks and bananas placed on a mock mourning hall to the ground. The HKYCA members immediately swarmed around and lodged a false accusation against Falun Gong practitioners for “destroying their belongings”. Hung Wai-shing insisted that the policemen should arrest the practitioner. The policemen then took the female practitioner back to the Wan Chai Police Station for investigation.[6]

Throughout the mock mourning hall incident staged by the HKYCA, the Hong Kong police did not implement impartial law enforcement and connived at the HKYCA’s illegal displays and illegal activities.

For more than a decade, Falun Gong practitioners in Hong Kong have been voluntarily clarifying the truth about the persecution of Falun Gong to the public at many places, such as Hung Hom, Lok Ma Chau, Wong Tai Sin Temple, Causeway Bay, Mong Kok and Tung Chung. However, since June 10, 2012, Falun Gong practitioners’ truth clarification and other activities held in these locations have been disrupted by the HKYCA. The HKYCA members have used various harassing methods, such as using their banners with characters slandering against Falun Gong and its founder to block the Falun Gong banners and to prevent the mainland Chinese tourists from learning the truth.

Under the threat and pressure from the CCP and its agent Leung Chun-ying, the Hong Kong police would often adopt the attitude of avoidance and connivance when handling the incidents, in which Falun Gong practitioners are harassed. They don’t implement impartial law enforcement to stop those heinous activities, and they sometimes even arrest Falun Gong practitioners, in accordance to the HKYCA’s false accusations.[7]

The immoral conducts of these HKYCA members include attacking Falun Gong practitioners with verbal abuse and hooliganism, in order to prevent Falun Gong practitioners from showing their truth clarification banners to tourists; and harassing the practitioners with loudspeakers right next to their ears. HKYCA’s vice president, Lam Kwok On, even smeared his saliva onto a Falun Gong practitioner’s body once. In addition, the HKYCA members have also taken out sharp knives to terrorize Falun Gong practitioners, and furthermore, they falsely accused the Falun Gong practitioners of destroying their belongings or beating them up.[8]

Below are some of the more notable examples:

On October 1, 2012, Falun Gong practitioners held a parade to celebrate many Chinese people quitting the CCP in North Point. The HKYCA took the opportunity to stir things up. Its members were repeatedly broadcasting slandering remarks with loudspeakers, and they also tried to burst into the rally site to make trouble.[9]

On February 14, 2014, several HKYCA members, dressed in yellow clothes to pose as Falun Gong practitioners, shouted “Falun Dafa is good” while distributing flyers that slander against Falun Gong on busy
streets of Causeway Bay. When several Falun Gong practitioners sternly pointed out their wrongdoings, the nearby members of the HKYCA calumniated that “Falun Gong practitioners are splitting up”.[10]

On March 22, 2014, Tao Guixiang, a female member of the HKYCA dressed in casual clothes, punched Falun Gong practitioner Ms. Li and pushed her to the ground. Then Tao Guixiang covered her head with her arms and pretended to have fainted on the ground, in an attempt to frame Falun Gong practitioners.[11]

On March 23, 2014, the members of the HKYCA played dirty tricks again. Dressed in yellow clothes, they were forcibly standing in front of the Falun Gong truth display panels. They were also intentionally standing in front of the displayed photos showing HKYCA members posing as Falun Gong practitioners, in order to confuse the public. When Falun Gong practitioners stepped forward to persuade them to stop, the members of the HKYCA responded in a terrible manner.[12]

On January 17, 2016, Falun Gong practitioners held a cultivation experience sharing conference at the Baden-Powell International House in Tsim Sha Tsui. Suddenly someone made a false report about some explosives being placed inside the conference venue, and the police subsequently evacuated more than 1,000 hotel guests and conference attendees from the venue. At the time of the incident, a large number of HKYCA leaders and members were hassling the practitioners outside the venue. In February 2016, the police arrested five people with triad background.

In February 2017, a man, who self-claimed to be a transport worker, was later charged with the crime of bomb hoax and was sentenced to a two-year prison term. This bomb hoax incident was orchestrated by the CCP’s forces in Hong Kong. And it was inseparable from the HKYCA’s interferences outside the venue at that time.

In October 2017, the HKYCA’s provocative actions against Falun Gong practitioners once again escalated. The HKYCA members tried to provoke conflicts with Falun Gong practitioners, in order to make excuses to ban their truth clarification activities. Through the methods of setting up mock mourning halls, playing funeral music, posing as Falun Gong practitioners and framing Falun Gong practitioners, the HKYCA has been trying to further insult and defame Falun Gong.[13]

According to WOIPFG’s investigations, the HKYCA was registered in Hong Kong on June 8, 2012, as Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited.[14] It appears on the surface to be a private organization. However, it is actually a CCP-controlled organization being manipulated by the “610 Office” and a front in Hong Kong, for the purpose of the persecution of Falun Gong practitioners and other faith groups’ members.[15]

In November 2000, the first CCP central-level so-called “Anti-cult Association” (actually it is a “cult association” and is hereinafter referred to as “the CCP Cult Association”), also known as the “Care Association”, was established at the Beijing Science and Technology Museum. This institution has two names, “Cult Association” and “Care Association”. Under the direct guidance of the CCP’s “610 Office”, a system specifically set up for the persecution of Falun Gong by the CCP, this “Cult Association” is committed to developing a network system. This network system runs from the CCP central government to the local communities and villages in the vertical direction. And it runs through major companies, schools and institutions across the country in the horizontal direction, to fully cover the entire mainland China and to even extend their power to overseas Chinese groups.[16]
The CCP’s “Cult Association” and “Care Association” are official organizations of the Chinese Communist Party, although they appear to be non-governmental organizations. They are entirely political organizations that exist for the persecution of Falun Gong. For more than a decade, they have never ceased publicizing and brainwashing the masses against Falun Gong and even directly involved in the mental and physical destruction of Falun Gong practitioners.[17]

On the second day after the HKYCA was established, its members moved the various banners and display boards used in the mainland China to Hong Kong tourist sites and the downtown area where Falun Gong practitioners have been clarifying the truth to the public. These banners and displays have contents slandering against Falun Gong, fabricated by the “610” system. The HKYCA members harass Falun Gong practitioners, passers-by and tourists to prevent the Falun Gong practitioners in Hong Kong from revealing the truth about the CCP's persecution of Falun Gong.

In these incidents, the HKYCA has clearly committed the following crimes: public order crime, criminal defamation, the crime of destruction of freedom of expression, the crime of discrimination against faith groups, the crime of incitement to hatred, criminal assault and nuisance crime.

Under the pressure of the CCP, the law enforcement agencies in Hong Kong (the Police Department and the Food and Environmental Hygiene Department) often don’t take any action in the face of such blatant provocations against Hong Kong’s rule of law, and even to some extent, encourage and coordinate with these CCP’s thugs in Hong Kong to suppress legitimate faith groups, leading to the emergence and long-standing existence of the CCP’s heinous human rights violations in Hong Kong. Some Hong Kong public officers are suspected of malfeasance and/or misconduct.

In view of the facts that Hong Kong’s democracy and freedom have been trampled upon; and that the legal rights of Hong Kong Falun Gong practitioners have been seriously violated, WOIPFG has started tracking and investigating all HKYCA members, who have directly or indirectly involved in these incidents. The following is a list of the names under investigation:

1. Several leaders’ photos and a partial list of Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited’s members
[18]

1. Director: Chen Jianhua
Chen Jianhua is the Chief Operating Officer of Digital Drive Association Limited and one of the two original registrants and directors of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited. One week after the registration of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited, Chen Jianhua withdrew from the association and transferred his directorship to Lam Kwok On on June 13, 2012.[19]

2. Director: Ng Chong-tsang (aka. Wu Chuangzheng)

The domain name of Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited is HKYCA.HK, which was registered on June 4, 2012. Its validity period was one year. One of the registered directors is Wu Chuangzheng, with the contact email address: ycahkass@yahoo.com.[20]

3. Vice President and Director: Lam Kwok On
He is a member of the CPPCC Committee of Jinggangshan in Jiangxi Province and a specially appointed Hong Kong member of the CPPCC, former member of Democratic Alliance for the Betterment and Progress of Hong Kong (DAB)[21], and former chairman of the Estate Management Owners’ Committee of Wah Ming Estate in Fanling, Hong Kong. Since he was involved in a residential building maintenance dispute with the residents, he was heavily criticized. Lam Kwok On had close ties with some gang members. He has served as a canvassing aide of Lau Kong-wah, a representative of DAB, as well as a canvassing aide of Yiu Ming for his District Council election. And Lam has also cursed pan-democrats.

Figure 1. Lam Kwok On

Figure 2. Vice President Lam Kwok On (left) and Chairman Hung Wai-shing (right)[22]

4. Chairman: Hung Wai-shing

Figure 3. Hung Wai-shing, chairman of Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited

Hung Wai-shing, Chairman of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited and General Manager of Beijing Yanjing Brewery Co. Ltd, a state-owned Chinese brewery. He used to serve as an official of the Liaison Office of the Central People’s Government in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, being responsible for developing underground members for the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Reuters has pointed out that Hung is believed to be a core member of the CCP’s United Front operations in Hong Kong. [23]
Information on Hung Wai-shing’s business card:

Beijing Yanjing Brewery Co. Ltd
Tel: (852)2367-3638
Fax: (852)2367-8311
Email: Business@yanjing.com.hk
Hung Wai-shing’s cellphone number: 9188-0002

Figure 4: On November 25, 2012, leaders of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited, including Lam Kwok On (at the front on the left side in a green T-shirt) and Yang Jiang (at the front on the right side in a green T-shirt) wore red armbands and gathered some members to interfere with the quitting the CCP parade organized by Falun Gong practitioners. [24]

Figure 5: From left to right: Secretary General Chik Chi Man (female), President Yang Jiang, Chairman Hung Wai-shing, Vice President, Director Lam Kwok On and one member, whose identity is under investigation.

Figure 6: Yang Jiang, chairman of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited and a director of the New Territories General Chamber of Commerce (Photo credit: the Epoch Times)

5. Chairman Yang Jiang:
Yang Jiang, chairman of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited, is the director of the 6th session of the New Territories General Chamber of Commerce. In 2007, he represented the New Territories General Chamber of Commerce in the election of the district council member of the Prime View Garden Constituency in Tuen Mun. As it turned out, he only won 818 votes, being defeated by the Democratic Party’s Ho Hang Mui, who won 2013 votes.[25] Yang Jiang has been serving as the president of the CCC Hoh Fuk Tong College Alumni Association since 2005.[26]

6. Secretary General Chik Chi Man

![Chik Chi Man](image)

Figure 7: Chik Chi Man, Secretary General of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited [27]

7. Xiao Xiaorong, Director of the Publicity Department

Xiao Xiaorong often tries to verbally provoke Falun Gong practitioners. When some members of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited threatened Falun Gong practitioners with knives at Lok Ma Chau in 2012, Xiao claimed, “I can indeed find a knife to kill you!”[28] (see Figure 8)

8. Zhang Jinbao (see Figure 8)

9. Zhang Liuqing (see Figure 8)
Leaders of HKYCA (five photos):
Zhang Jinbao  Hung Wai-shing  Lam Kwok On
Zhang Liuqing  Xiao Xiaorong

Members of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited:

10. Guan Zi’ang, Beijing Yanjing Brewery Co. Ltd employee and member of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited, was prosecuted by Hong Kong police for the crime of intentional assault in June 2013. On June 17, 2013, when Guan Zi’ang was brought to court, Hung Wai-shing appeared outside the courtroom. [30]

Figure 9: On June 17, 2013, when Guan Zi’ang, Beijing Yanjing Brewery Co. Ltd employee and member of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited, was brought to the court, Hung Wai-shing, the chairman of Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited and general manager of Beijing Yanjing Brewery Co. Ltd, appeared outside the courtroom.[31]

11. Members of the Hong Kong Youth Care Association Limited involved in Causeway Bay fake mourning hall incident:
Below are the photographs of some people involved in the Causeway Bay mock mourning hall incident. Some are unconfirmed, and relevant personal information is currently being sought. Information and reports are welcome.

WOIPFG’s reporting mailbox: https://www.zhuichaguoji.org/node/3387
WOIPFG’s mailing address: PO. Box 84, New York, NY 10116

Figure 10. (a collection of photos) The first person (male) in the first row: Kong Zhiming; the third person (female): Shen Ling, who once beat a Falun Gong practitioner and was convicted; the fourth person (female): Sun Weifang, who once committed perjury in court.

II. WOIPFG’s Investigative Principles

Those who committed crimes should be brought to justice. Individuals should bear responsibility for their involvement in their organizations’ crimes, and those instigating the persecution should bear the same responsibility as those physically carrying out the persecution. According to this principle, and to safeguard human morality and conscience, the criminal conduct of all individuals within organizations, units and departments involved in the persecution, on the basis of national criminal law, will be thoroughly investigated and brought to justice.

We hereby warn those who have participated in the persecution of Falun Gong: The CCP is heading towards its dissolution, and the entire CCP organization will face legal trials for every single crime it has committed. The persecution of Falun Gong is a crime of genocide and crime against humanity! No one can be exempted by resorting to the excuse that he or she was following the orders from above. All those involved in the persecution will be held personally accountable. Moreover, the investigation and punishment of these culprits has no borders and is under the common jurisdiction of all mankind. Your only way out is to turn yourself in and confess, to expose the evil and to make efforts to perform merits to atone for your crimes!
The World Organization to Investigate the Persecution of Falun Gong (WOIPFG) was founded on January 20, 2003. Our mission is to investigate the criminal conduct of all institutions, organizations, and individuals involved in the persecution of Falun Gong; to bring such investigations, no matter how long it takes, no matter how far and deep we have to search, to full closure; to exercise fundamental principles of humanity; and to restore and uphold justice in society.

World Organization to Investigate the Persecution of Falun Gong

Tel: 1-347-448-5790; Fax: 1-347-402-1444
Mailing address: P.O. Box 84, New York, NY 10116, USA
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